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Abstract 
The paper deals with parabolic differential-functional equations. Initial-boundary value problems are considered with 
impulses given in fixed points. We prove theorems on difference-functional impulsive inequalities generated by original 
problems. 
Explicit finite difference schemes are used to approximate the solutions of the original problems. We give sufficient 
conditions for the convergence of sequences of approximate solutions under the assumptions that the right-hand sides 
satisfy the nonlinear estimates of the Perron type with respect to the functional argument. In proof of the convergence of 
difference methods we apply theorems on difference-functional impulsive inequalities. 
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1. Introduction 
In the recent years a number of papers concerned with difference methods for first-order and 
parabolic partial differential equations [ 10, 141 and for differential-functional equations [9, 1 l- 
13, 16, 171 were published. The paper [9] initiated investigations of difference methods for par- 
tial equations with nonlinear estimates of the Perron type with respect to the functional argument. 
In this paper we extend these results on the case of parabolic differential-functional equations with 
impulses. We consider initial-boundary value problems for parabolic equations. 
The classical theory of first-order partial differential inequalities generated by impulsive initial 
problems is described in [ 11. Partial differential and differential-functional equations with impulses 
were investigated in papers [2, 31. Theory of the ordinary impulsive equations and their applications 
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are described in 14, 51. Impulsive parabolic differential and differential-functional inequalities are 
treated in [6, 71. The paper [ 151 deals with difference methods for almost linear first-order partial 
differential-functional problems and hyperbolic differential-functional problems with impulses. 
In this paper we use difference-functional inequalities with impulses in the investigations of 
convergence uf difference-functional impulsive methods for parabolic problems. We assume some 
special nonlinear estimates of the Perron type with respect to the functional argument. 
2. Initial boundary value problem with impulses 
For any two metric spaces X and Y, we denote by C[X, Y] the class of all continuous functions 
from X into Y. We will use vectorial inequalities with the understanding that the same inequalities 
hold between their corresponding components. Let E = (0, a] x (-4, b), where b = (bl, . . . , b,) and 
a>O, bj>O for l,<idn. Put B=[-zO,O] x[--z,r] with QER+, r=(rl,...,r,)~R;, R+=[O,+oo). 
We define c=(c,,... ,c,) = b + z and E. = [-zo,O] x [-c,c], &E = [O,a] x ([-c,c]\(-b,b)), 52 = 
E,J U &E U E. Suppose that z : ii2 -+ R is the function of the variables (x, y) = (x, yl,. . . , yn) and 
(x, y) E ,?? (E is the closure of E). We define a function z(~,~) : B + R as follows: 
~(~,~)(t,s) = z(x + t, y + s) for (t,s) E B. 
If z. > 0 then we also write B(-) = [-TV, 0) x [-z, T] and 
Z(x-,y). .B(-‘-+R by 
z~,-,~)(~,s) = z(x + t, y + s) for (t,s) E B(-‘. 
Suppose that 0 <al <a2 < . . . <ak <a are given numbers. 
kp = {al,. . . ,ak}, Eimp = ((~7 .I’> E E: X E Amp}, 
&&, = {(x, Y > E doE: x E limp}, %np = {Cx9 Y> E sz: 
We denote by Cimr[Q, R] the class of all functions z : s2 -+ R 
for the above z and (x, y) we define 
We define 
x E limp}* 
such that 
(i) the restriction of z to the set G?\sZi, is a continuous function, 
(ii) for each (x, y) E Qimr there exist the limits 
and 
Z(X,Y)=Z(x+,Y) for (X,Y)EQ~III~. 
In the same way we define the set Ci,[&E, R]. If z E Ci,[Q, R] and (x, y) E Qi, then we write 
M-G u) = z(x, y) - =(x-, y). 
Suppose that we have a sequence {tl, . . . , t,} such that -z. < tl c t2 < . . . -c tP < 0. Let c=(ti, ti+l ) x 
[-Z,T] for l<idp- 1. Put &=@ if --zo=tl and ~=[-zO,tl)x[-~,~] if --~~-ct~, r,=S if tP=O 
and r, = (tP, 0] x [-z, .t] if tP ~0. We denote by C&,[B, R] the class of all functions w : B -+ R such 
there is a sequence {tl, . . . , t,} (p and tl, . . . , tp depend on w) such that 
(i) the functions wlr;, 0 < i d p, are continuous, 
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(ii) for each i,j, 1 bi, j<p, (ti,s) E B, (tj,s) E B, ti > - TO, tj ~0, there exist the limits 
(iii) w(tj,s) = w(tjf,s) f or each (tj,s)EB,l<j<p- 1 and for j=p if t,<O, 
(iv) ~(0, .) E C[[-7, r],R]] if tP = 0. 
We define also in the case zo >O 
C*,,[B(-‘,R] = {wIBc-,: w E C&[B,R]}. 
Elements of the sets C&,[B,R] and C&,[B(-),R] will be denoted by the same symbols. It is easy to 
see that if z E Ci,[Q,R] and (x, y) E l? then z(~,~) E C&,[B,R] and z(,-,,) E C&,[B(-),R] in the case 
ro>o. 
Let M[n] be the class of all rt x n real matrices. Write 
C = (E\Eiq) X C*,,[B,R] X R” X M[n], Ciq = Eiq X R X C’ [B’-’ R] Imp ) 
and suppose that 
f :.Z+R, g:Cim,+R, ti ECimp[aoE, RI, cp E Wo, RI 
are given functions. We assume that g does not depend on the functional variable in the case z. = 0. 
We consider the parabolic differential-functional equation with impulses 
DxZ(% Y) = f(X, Y,Z(x,y),Dyz(X, Y>,DyyZ(X, Y>>, (% Y> EE\Eimp, 
b(X, Y> = g(X, Y,Z(X-, YL+,y)>, (x3 Y> EGrnp, 
and the initial-boundary conditions 
(1) 
(2) 
4x9 Y) = cp(x, Y )7 (x, Y) E Eo, 4x9 Y) = 9% Y )9 6, y ) E doE. (3) 
We assume the consistency condition ~(0, y) = +(O, y) for y E [-c, cl\< -4, b). 
We consider classical solutions of (l)-(3). A function .Z : Sz -+ R is a solution of the problem (l)- 
(3) if z” E Ci,[sZ, R], there exist continuous derivatives D,Z, D,,‘Z, i = 1,. . . , II, Dy,,,,z”, i, j = 1, . . . , n, 
on E\Eiq and Z satisfies (l)-(3). 
Parabolic equations with impulses, equations with a deviated argument and differential-integral 
equations can be obtained from (1) and (2) by specializing the operator f. For more details 
concerning examples see [8, 151. 
3. Difference problems 
We introduce a mesh in Q. Denote by 9(X, Y) the class of all functions defined on X and taking 
values in Y, where X and Y are arbitrary sets. We will use the letters Z and N to denote the set of 
integers and the set of natural numbers, respectively. For y, jj E R”, y = (~1,. . . , yn), J = (7,). . . , 7,) 
we write y*y=(yljl,...,ynjn). 
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Let d=(&,d, ,..., d,)ER’+“, with di >O for O<i<n, be fixed and Id c (O,d]. For h=(hO,h’) old, 
h’=(h,,... ,h,), we define the nodal points as follows. Let m=(mo,m’) E Z1+n, m’=(in,,. . . ,m,). Put 
xCmO) = m&o, #“” = Ml * h’, y(“‘) = (#I’, . . . ) Jp’). 
Suppose that for a h E Z, there exist K0 E Z and K = (K,, . . . , K,,) E Z” such that Koho = z. and 
K * h’ = z. In the further part of the paper we adopt additional assumptions concerning Z,. We define 
N = (N,,... ,N,)E N” and A4 = (Mr,..., M,) E N” as follows. Let 1 <i dn and ri > 0. Then there 
exists Mi E N such that Mihi <bi <(Mi + l)hi. We put Ni = A4i + Ki. If 1 <i <n and ti = 0 then we 
assume that there exists Ni E N such that Nihi = bi and we write A4i = Ni - 1. Let Lo E N be defined 
by Loho <a <(Lo + l)ho. We define the sets 
E,, = {(x’““‘, ycm’)): 0 d m. <Lo, -M <m’ QW}, 
EO,h = {(x’““‘, y@‘)): -K. <m. < 0, -N < m’ <N}, 
JOE, = {(~(““‘),y(~‘)): O<mo<Lo, -NGn’<N}\E/,, 
s2, = EO,h U E,, U a,E,. 
We define a mesh in B. Let Bh = {(x(“@), y@‘)): -K. <m. GO, -K <m’<K}. 
For z E F(Qh, R) we write z(‘“)=z(x(“~), y@‘)), where (x (“@), y’“‘)) E !&. In the same way we define 
w(‘) for w E F(Bh,R). For the above z and for (x (mo), y(“‘)) E Eh we define a function qrn) : Bh --f R 
by the following formula: 
z(,)(X(so), y’“‘) = Z(X(mo+so), #m’+s’) ) where -KodsodO, -K<s’<K. 
Write 
Ah = {(x(~~),~(~‘))EE/,: O<modLo - 1). 
Let Ihl = ho + hl + . . . + h,. We denote by 0 the class of all functions y : Id + R, such that 
lim y(t) = 0. 
t-o+ 
Suppose that numbers ni E N, i = 1,. . . , k, are defined by honi <a; <(ni + l)ho, 1 di < k. Let 
Ximp = {x? iC {nl,...,nk}}, 
Put I = {(i,j): 1 Gi, j<n, i # j, } and suppose that we have defined the sets 1+,1_ c I such that 
Z+ UI- = I, Z+ flI_ = 8 (in particular, it may be 1, = 0 or I- = 8). We assume also that (i,j) E I+ 
if (j, i) E I+. 
For m=(mO,m, , . . . ,m,), 1 di<n, we denote i(m)=(mo,ml,. . . , mi--l,mi+ 1, mj+l,. . . , m,), -i(m)= 
(mo,w,..., t?li__1,mi - 1, ?&+I,. . . ,I?$,). Let Z: Li?h + R, (xcmo), y(“‘)) E Eh. We define for 1 d i <n 
s+ Cm) _ I (i(m)) _ .(m) ,= - h.[’ I, I 
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We consider difference operators &, 6 = (61,. . . , S,), 6c2) = [&~] i,j=l,,,,,n, given by 
b&m) = L 
h[ 
Z(m~+l,m’) _ $m)] 9 
0 




t[s’d,?z(“) + 6,:6,-z(“)] if (i,j) El+, 
‘,J 
; [6+dJyz (m) + c?J~~;z(~)] if (i,j) El_. 
Let Ch = (&\Ep) x %(&,R) x R” x M[n], Cp = Eimp x R x F(&, R). Suppose that for each 
h E Id we have 
_fh:&-+R, @,:C$P+R, $h : do-% --$ R, (Ph : Eo,h -+ R. 
Let z E %(!&,,R). Write 
Fh[m,z] = fh(XCmo), y(m’),.+), &Z(m), #2)Z(m)) Oil Ah\Ep, 
Gh[WZ, z] = $,(dmo), y’““, Zcm), Z& Oil Eimp. 
We will approximate solutions of the problem (l)-(3) by means of solutions of the difference- 
functional equations 
6oZcm) = &[m,z] Oil Ah\ELmp, (4) 
kCm’ = Gh[m Z] 3 on EimP h 3 (5) 
with initial-boundary conditions 
Zcm) = Cpr’ OII Eo,h, Z@) = I$@) On aoEh. (6) 
It is obvious that there exists exactly one solution t.$, : a), -+ R of (4)-(6). 
4. Differencefunctional inequalities 
Suppose that G : Ah x %(&,R) + R is a given operator. For (xCmo), y(“‘)) E Ah, w E %(&,R) we 
inequalities in the write fi[m,w] = G (x cmo), y(“‘), w). Now we formulate a theorem on recurrent 
form convenient for our purposes. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that 
(1) the operator &, is nondecreasing with respect to the functional variable; 
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(2) the functions u, v : Q, + R satisfy the reccurrent inequality 
u(mo+l,m’) - JJrn, U@)] < v(mO+‘,m’) - G[m, V(,,], (x(mO), y’m”) E Ah, (7) 
and the initial-boundary estimate 
tP) < II@) on EO,h U i&& 
is satisjied. 
Then ucrn) < v@) on EJ,. 
(8) 
This theorem can be easily proved by induction with respect to the index mo. We omit details. 
We will use Theorem 1 in the proof of a theorem on difference inequalities corresponding to 
(4)-(o). 
Assumption HI. Suppose that 
1. for each h E I, the function fj : .Zh -+ R of the variables (x, y, w, q, r) is nondecreasing with respect 
to the functional variable w; 
2. for each P = (x, y, w, q, Y) E Ch there exist the partial derivatives 
D&(P) = (D&z(P), . . ., QJiV’)), Q_&(P) = Pr,~,h(P)li,j=l,..., n 
and 
QJXx, Y, Y .> E W” x Wnl,R”l, WXX~ Y, w 9 E Cl?” x ~b4~bl1, 
where (x, y, w) E (Ah\Ep) x 9(&, R); 
3. the matrix Drfh is symmetric and we have for P E Zh 
D,,_MP) 20 for (6-G E I+, DJXP)60 for (i,j)EI-, (9) 
where j = 1,. . . , n; 
4. for each h E Id the function &, : ZT” --t R given by &(x, y, p, w)=p+gh(x, y, p, w) is nondecreasing 
with respect to the variables p, w. 
Now we prove a theorem on difference inequalities. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumption HI is sati@ed and 
( 1) the functions uh, v,, : a,, -+ R satisfy the dtrerence inequalities 
&u~’ - Fh[& uh] < &vp’ - Fh[m, vh] On Ah\Eimp, 
Aup) - Gh[lll, Uh] <&IF’ - Gh[m, Vh] On I?;;“‘, 
(2) 
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the initial-boundary estimate is satisfied 
up < vp on EO,h U&E,,. 
Then we have 
z$‘)<v~) on Eh. 
195 
(10) 
Proof. We prove (10) using Theorem 1. Let 4 : A,, x 9(&R) * R be defined by 
G[m, w] = w@) + hOfh(x(mo), y(“‘), w, COW, c?(~)w(‘)) for (xCmo), y@“) E Ah\Ep, 
IjJrn, w] = w(‘) + gh(xcmo), y@‘), w@), w) for (x?“), y’““) E Eimp, 
where 8=(0,...,0)~R . 
(8) is satisfied. 
I+’ Then u,, and vh satis@ (7). It follows from assumption 2, that inequality 
Now we prove that G is nondecreasing with respect to the functional variable. Suppose that 
w ~6,. If (x@@), y@‘)) E Ah\EF .then we have 
rh[m, WI - Glrw @I 
< ,@) _ $@) + ho[fh(-#‘d, y”““, +‘, dw@), @w’9 _ fh(#‘o), y’““, $, &$e’, &2),$9] 
ZZ [w(@ - GCe’] + ho 2 Dq,fh(P)[aiW(‘) - 6iG,ce’] + ho 2 D,,,~,(P)[S,I~‘W’“) - 6,1;J3(e’] 
i=l i,j=l 
< (w (‘) - Gee)) 1 - 2ho g j&,.fh(~) + ho c L/Dr,,,f,(P)l 
(i, j)EI hihj I + 2 (,m) _ +pw +,(-j(e)) _ +,c-i(m) 
j=l 
X -$ID,f,(p)I + $Dr,,,hU’) -ho 2
J 
L/D,.,,,f,(p)j 
J i=l,i#j hihj 
1 
+ ho C L(w(U(s,,, _ $WO)) + ,(-i(-i(e))) _ ~(-i(-j(e))))(D~,,Sh(P)I 6o. 
(i, j)EI+ 2hihj 
If (x(~~), y(“‘)) E Eimp we get 
rh[m,w] - rh[m,*,] =w (0) _ Gw 
+ gh(x(mo), yh’), ,m, w) _ gh(X(mo), y(m’), +ce) 
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Then all assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Using Theorem 1 we obtain (lo), which com- 
pletes the proof. 0 
5. Convergence of difference method 
Let 
x, = {x? 0 Q i <Lo}, Ih = (0, 1 ,...Jo - l}, I? = {nl,...,nk}. 
For w E %(Bh,R) we define 
((WI/~ =max{lw(s)I: -Kodso<O,-Kds’dK}. 
Let zc%(SZh,R), O<i<Lo. We define 
IIz~~~,~ = max{ Iz@)l: (x (mo),y(m’))EnhAmodi}. 
Suppose that %o(Bh,R) is a class of all functions defined on Bh taking values in R which depend 
on the first argument only. 
We prove that if the difference method (4)-( 6) is stable and satisfies a consistency condition 
with respect to (l)-(3), then it is convergent. 
We introduce 
Assumption HZ. Suppose that the functions 
a,, : (&\x;“‘) x R, + R,, 6* : xh’“P xR, --+ R+ 
satisfy the conditions: 
1. q&q 0) = 0 for x E (Xh\Xi”‘) and q&q .) is nondecreasing on R,; 
2. G&,0) = 0 for x EXF and gh(x, .) is nondecreasing on R+; 
3. the solution 8(x(‘)) = rj@) = 0 9 i = 0 3 1 , . . . ,Lo, of the problem 
yl(i+r) = +0 + hoah(x(i), $i)), ,(i) ??X~\Xhimp, 
f 3 h,q 9 1s ;;b;e=r;(;h; ;;II;;;t)‘,, VxCi; ximp (0) = 0 
ha . h + R+ is a solution of the problem 
q@+‘) = +‘) + hooJ,(x(‘), +“) + h,,a(h), .8) EXh\X;mp, 
r(i+l) = $0 + ch(x(i), +i)) + P(h), .(i) EX~~P, $0) = ?(h), 
where a, /?, y E 0, then there exists E E 0 such that 
qV’ d E(h) for 0 <i <LO. 
Assumption H3. Suppose that there exist functions 
o,, : (XI,\X;~‘) xR+ --+ R+, c,, :& imp xR, + R,, 
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such that Assumption H2 is satisfied and 
fhtX,Y,W+~,q,r)-_fh(x,y,w,q,r)dah(x,Il~llh) on Ch, 
ghtX,Y9P + ii,w + +I- gh(X,y,p,w)d~h(x,max{~, ~~~~~,}) on Zp”, 
where I? E FO(Bh, R), G > 0, 3 > 0. 
Assumption H4. Suppose that 
1. f E C[J?,R], g E C[C+j,R], $ E Cimr[d&,R], Cp E C[&,R] are given functions; 
2. u E Cimp[G?,R] is a solution of the problem (l)-(3), uI~\~~_ is of class C3 and the derivatives of 
the third order of u are bounded on E\Eiq; 
3. there exist E, C,, Cz > 0 such that for h E Id we have 
h, . 
PC’ i,j= l,..., Iz. 
We denote by Z.Q, the restriction of u to the set !&. 
Remark 1. Suppose that Assumption H4 is satisfied. Then there exists C > 0 such that 
I60% @) - D,u(~)I < Clhl, I6iup’ - Dy,~(m)I dClhl, 
Jb,‘:‘u)l”’ - DY8Y,uc”)]<C]h( for (x(~~),~(~‘))EE~\E~~~, 1 di,jdn. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that Assumptions H,-H4 are satisjed and 
(1) vh : Q, + R is a solution of the dtfirence problem (4)-(6) and there exist functions CIO,CX”O E 0 
such that 
I$(“‘) - I+@‘/ < so(h) on a&,, I$“) - q$)] da”,,(h) on Eo,~; (11) 
(2) there exist functions yf, ys E 0 such that 
Ifb (mo), y’“‘), U(x(mo),y(m’)) , Dy~(~(mo), y’““), Dyy~(~(mo), y’““)) 
-fh(x @‘), y’““, (Uh)(,+ &r), #2)Up))l dyf (h) On A/,\Eimp, (12) 
Idai, y'"", U(a,, Y(“‘)),u(,;,,w,) - g&@‘), ~~m’~~~~~~~n~~m’~~~~h~~n,,m~~>~ dYs(h) (13) 
where (_I?“‘), y’““) E EL,“” and .(‘I) <ai <x(“‘+l), i = 1,. . . ,k. 
Under these assumptions there exist h > 0 and qh : xh -+ R+ such that for Ihl <PO, h E Id, we 
have 
(mo ) 
lkh - vhIlh,mo Gqh y OGm0GL0, (14) 
lim yip) = 0. 
h-0 
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Proof. From Assumptions HI-H4 and the consistency condition (12) we obtain 
PO% (m) - zQrn,U*]) = pozp - fh(X(mo),y(m'),(Uh)(m),BU~),6(2)U~))l 
d If(x'""' + ~~O~~~m'~,~~~~~o~+~~~,y~m~~~~~y~(~~mo~ + ~h~,y'~"),D~~~(x'~~' + (ho, Y’““)) 
- f(xCmo), Y’““, +(mo),y(m’)), D&X (mo), y’““), Dyy~(~(mo), y’““))l + yf(h) 
< FJh) on A,,\Ep and lj?TY(h) = 0. 
+ 
From Assumptions HI-H4 and the consistency condition (13) we get 
[A$‘) - G[m, ~hll 
= luf+l,m’) _ Jp.m’) - gh(Xcn’), ycm’), (%I)(~“~‘), (%)(n,,m’))l 
< Iup+17m’) - 2.p”” - g(q, y’““, u(a,, y@‘)), u(a;,Y(“‘l))( + y,(h) <Y&h), 
(15) 
(16) 





@)+v$"' on oh if mo>O, 
UP’ + $’ on QJ, if mo<O. 
We apply Theorem 2 to prove that 
Cm) 
'h <w(") on Qh. (17) 
It follows from (11) that (14) holds true on E O,h. We prove that the function w satisfies the 
inequalities 
&wCm) - Fh[+w] 20 on Ah\E;mp, (18) 
AwCm) - Gh[m, w] 20 on EAmp. (19) 
On Ah\EAmp by our assumptions and (15) we derive the following estimation: 
&WCm) - Fh[m, w] 
= fiow(m) - fh(#Q), y’““, WCm,, &.$J(m), @w(m)) 
= h,‘[~~+‘) - $$@‘I + [&up) - fh(XCmo), y’““, (&)(m), au/$, 8(2)ur))] 
+ [fh(XCmo), y’““, (uh) cm), &T), fic2)@)) - fh(x (mo), y’““, W(m), 6uh Cm), $24$) )] 
> h&p+‘) - rp)] - fJ(X@O), r/p)) - jgh) = 0. 
Suppose that (x("~),Y(~'))E Ep, x("')<cz~ <x("'+I), i = 1 , . . . , k and denote by, m the nodal point 
(ni, m’). By our assumptions and (16) we obtain the following estimation on EAmp: 
Awcm) _ Gh[m, W] = w(n8+1,m’) _ wcrn) _ gh(-#‘), y’““, wcm), wcmj) 
= rlp+1) _ yIp’) + ~~p+l,~‘) _ up’ _ gh(X(nO, yW), up), (Uh)cm,)] 
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+ [gh(X(“‘), y’““, up’ 3 (Uh >@I,) - ilh(X (y J@‘), I@), lqm))] 
(nt+l) 2 qh - qh h) _ qxh), p> _ jj (h) = 0. 9 
Now by ( 18) and (19) using Theorem 2 we obtain (17) on ah. In a similar way we obtain 
ur)a+t(m) on Qh, (20) 
Cm) 




- qh on Qh if mo<O. 
Since qh is nondecreasing on [0, a), we obtain (14) from (17) and (20). This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 0 
6. Almost linear impulsive problem 
Let Z = (E\Ei,p) x C&,[B, R] x R” and suppose that 
f :C+R, &:(E\Ei,p)+R, i,j= l,..., II, 
are given functions. 
We consider the almost linear differential-functional equation 
Dxz(x, v) = f(x, y,+,y), D&x, Y)) + 2 A&, y)Dy,,& u), (XT _Y) E E\4tnp C-21) 
i,j=l 
with impulses (2) and the initial-boundary conditions (3). 
In Theorems 2 and 3 we have assumed that the derivatives D,.,,,fh, i, j E I, satisfy (9). Now we 
omit this assumption for the method (22), (5), (6). 
We define the following sets: 
I!“‘= {i,jE (1 ,..., n}: i#j, f;,‘,“‘>-0}, P)={i,jE{l ,..., n}: i# j, j$‘<O}. 
For the function z : i&, + R we consider the difference operators $‘) = [s,r2,‘]i,j=1,,,,,n given by 
i,j= 1 ,..‘> n. 
Let ,& = (,&\&mp) x F(&, R) x R. SUppOSe that for each h E Id we have 
fh:&+R. 
Let z E g(Qh,R). Write 
Fh[m,z] = fh(X@‘), y’“” ,Z@), k?zCrn)) + f: j$)@z(m) on Ah\Eimp. 
i, j=l 
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We will approximate solutions of the problem (21), (2), (3) by means of solutions 
difference-functional equations 
&,z(~) = Fh[m,z] on Ah\Ep, 
with (5) and initial-boundary conditions (6). 
It is obvious that there exists exactly one solution ah : fi?h + R of (22), (5) and (6). 
of the 
(22) 
7. Difference-functional almost linear inequalities 
We introduce 
Assumption H + Suppose that 
1. for each h E Id the function fh : i?h --f R of the variables (x, y, IV, q) is nondecreasing with 
to the functional variable IV; 
respect 
2. for each P=(x, y, w, q) E zh there exist the partial derivatives D,f,(P)=(D,f#), . . . , Dg,fh(P)) 
and Dqfh(X, y, w, .) E C[R”, R”] for (x, y, w) E (Ah\Ep) x F&R); 
3. signj$)=signfif~) on Ah\Ep, i#j, i,j= l,..., n; 
4. 
j= l,...,n; 
5. for each h E Id the function & : ckmp + R, Jh(x, y, p, w) = p + g&r, y, p, w), is nondecreasing 
with respect to the arguments p,w. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that Assumption H5 is satis$ed and 
(1) the functions uh, vh : i&, -+ R satisfy the d@erence inequalities 
&+f) - Fh[1)2, Uh] d &$~’ - Fh[??Z, uh] On Ah\E;lmp, 
AZ@’ - &[m, uh] d Au?’ - Gh[m, Vh] on Efmp; 
(2) the initial-boundary estimate is satis$ed 
Cm) Cm) 
‘h <uh on Eo,h U a,&,. 
Then we have 
up’<V:“’ On &. (23) 
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Proof. We prove (23) using Theorem 1. Let G : Ah x @(Bh,R) +R be defined by 
JJm, w] = w(@ + h,fh(x(m~), y’““, w, 6w(“)) + hCJ 2 fi;$%$o)w(s) 
i,j=l 
for (PO), y’“” > EAh\&y, 
G[m, W] = W(O) + gh(xcmo), JP’), w(O), w) for (x@‘), y’““) E Ep. 
Then uh and vh satisfy (7). It follows from assumption 2. that inequality (8) is satisfied. 
Now we prove that G is nondecreasing with respect to the functional variable. Suppose that 
w <%. If (x(“@), y@“‘)) E Ah\,!?? then we have 
= [w(e) - +(‘)] + ho 2 D,,fh(p)[&w(‘) - &J$‘)] 
i=l 
i,j=l 
+ 2 (,(A@) _ +(A@)) + ,(-j(0)) _ +(-j(Q))) 
j=l 
+ ho C _L (,(U(O))) _ +(i(j(Q))) 
(i, j)EIy~ 2hihj 
+ w(-i(-J(@)) _ G,(-i(--j(Q))) 
+ ho L_(w(-iM@)) _ +(-UC@))) + ,(1(-j(O))) _ $i(-j(@))) 1 j-i”) I d 0. 
If (x@~), y@“)) E Ep we get 
&[m, w] - G[m, +,I = WC’) - ,?+ 
+g&@‘), y’““, WC’), w) - gh(-7C(mo), y(“‘), +‘@, ,?) < 0. 
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Then all assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. Using Theorem 1 we obtain (23), which com- 
pletes the proof. 0 
8. Convergence of difference method for almost linear problem 
We introduce 
Assumption H6. Suppose that there exist the functions ah and Gh such that Assumption Hz is satisfied 
and 
fh(x,y,w + $4) - fh(~~y,~,q)~~&~ ll*llfi) on Cfi, 
gh(~,y,~+~,~+~)-ggh(x,y,~,~)~~~(~,max{~,ll~llh}) on z,““, 
where GEE,,(D~,R), $20, ja0. 




f E C[C,R], fi,j E C[E\J%np,~l, i, j = 1,. . . ,% 9 E C[Cimp, RI, $ E Gnp[aOE,R19 cp E CPo,4 are 
given functions; 
u E C+[Q,R] is a solution of the problem (21), (2), (3) u(E\E~~~ is of class C3 and the derivatives 
of the third order of u are bounded on E\Ei,py 
there exist E, z‘r , Cz > 0 such that for h E I, we have 
hi - &!L<~ p, hihj . 2, i,j= 1 ,...,n. 
Theorem 5. Suppose that Assumptions HZ, H5, H6 and H7 are satisjed and 
(1) &, : !& -+ R is a solution of the dl@rence problem (22), (5), (6) and there exist functions 
CI~, E. E 0 such that 
I$““’ - I+@‘/ <so(h) 
(2) there exist functions 
On ho&,, /q(“) - cpp’( 6Eo(h) on Eo,h; (24) 
yf, ys E 0 such that 
If@ (mo), y’““, U(x(mo),y(m’)) , DyUh(X(mo), y’““)) - fh(x@“), y’““, (u/&m), ~u~‘)l< ‘Yrth) 
on Ah\Ep, 
(25) 
[g(ai, y’““, u(a;, y’““), u(,;,,~,f,)) - gh(X(“‘), y’“‘), (&)(n”m’)~ (Uh)(n,,d))l GYg(h) (26) 
where (x(“~),y(“‘))~E~ andx(“~)<ai<x(“l+l), i= l,...,k. 
Under these assumptions there exist ,a~ > 0 and qh :Xh + R+ such that for JhJ <PO, h E Id, we 
have 
Cm0 ) 
bh - Vh(lh,mo Gqh 7 O<moGo and /iy T$“’ = 0. (27) -+ 
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Proof. From our assumptions and the consistency conditions (25) and (26) we obtain 
160% Cm) - Fh[m,uJl <Ff(h) on Ah\,?? and F_i yf(h) = 0, 





,(m) = C’ + VP) on 52h if mo>O, 
up + r/P’ on C& if maGO. 
We apply Theorem 4 to prove that 
up’ <wcm) on S&. (30) 
It follows from (24) that (27) holds true on E O,h. We prove that the function w satisfies the in- 
equalities 
Jot - Fh[m, w] > 0 on Ah\EimP, (31) 
AwCm) - Gh[m, w] 20 on Ep. (32) 
On Ah\EimP by our assumptions and (28) we derive the following estimation: 
Sow@) - Fj[712, w] = 80wCrn) - f&CCrnO), y’m” ) W(m), 6w’“‘) - 2 ~;pfw’“’ 
i, j=l 
= h;l[qp+l) - f$q + [ fh(dmo), y’““, (U&Q, 6z.p) 
- fh(X(mo), p” 
3 W(m), suf91 
+ 6OUh 
[ 
Cm) _ fh(pO), p’) , (U&), Szp) - 2 j$qh4~~ 
i,j=l 1 2 h,‘[r/p+‘) - ylpq - fJ(x(mo), r/f@)  - jqh) = 0. 
On Eimp by our assumptions and (29) applying the reasoning used in proof of the Theorem 2 we 
obtain 
AwCm) - Gh[m, w] 2 0. 
Now by (3 1) and (32) using Theorem 4 we obtain (30) on Sz,,. In a similar way we obtain 




c(m) _ @%) 
h on &?h if mo>O, 
c(m) _ $’ on & if madO. 
Since qh is nondecreasing on [O,a), we obtain (27) from (30) and (33). This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 0 
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9. Example 
Let E = (0, h] X (-1,l) X (-1, I), B = (0) x [-;,;I x [-$, v$], Eimp = {i} x (-1,1) x (-1, l), 
E. = (0) x [-;, $1 x [-+, ;I. 
Consider the differential- equation with impulses 
Dxz(x, y) = (x + 1) . (D,,,&> u) + Dyzy&> u)) + + YI . Dyjy&, Y) 
+ 
./ B 
Z(X,_Y + s)ds - Z(X,y) - 4~ - ~1 - $ for (x,Y)E E\E+, 
Az(x, y) = z(x(-) y Y) + i7(x9 ~1, YZ ) for (x, Y) E Eimp, 
where~(x,yl,y2)=1+yl+Y2-~*-~(Y~+y~)-(~~+y~)*, 
z(&~I,Yz)= (YI + y2)* for (x, Y)E&, 
z(~,Y~,Y~)=~~+~(Y~ + y2)+(y1 + y2)* for (x,y)~&E, Odx<i, 
~(~,~~,~2)=~*+~(~1+~2)+(y~+y2)*+~+yl+y2 for (x,y)~&E, i,<x<$, 
and the difference method 
Z(mo+‘,ml,mz)=Z(m) +/&)(x(mo) + 1) .@Qz(m) + pjz'm))+ho ; y1J;*3z(m) 
+h(J[z,m] - h(jz (m)+ho(-4x(mo) _ypl' _ F) for (x(~O),~(~'))EA~\EF 7 
Z(MO+l, m13m2)=2Z(m) +$") for (x(m),y(m'))EE~, 








zcm) = (yf”” + Y?))~ for (xcmo), y’““) E EO,h, 
,w = (,hd)2 + xh) h) (y, + yp)) + (yi”” + yim2))20n t&E,, O<x(““) < i, 
z(m) = (,h’)2 + ,(m) (*I) (y, + y?)) + (yf”” + yp))* + 1 + yy + yp, 





hhz m1+1/(2h, )-1 m2+1/(2h*)-1 
km] = 4 c C (Z(hjl,j2) + Z(djl+l,j2) + z(i,ji,jz+l) + Z(i,jl+l,j*+l))_ 
.it=ml-1/(2hl) jl=m,-1/(2h2) 
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Table 1 
Yl\Y2 -0.375 -0.250 -0.125 0.0 0.125 0.250 0.375 
Error x lo4 for x = 0.3 
-0.375 0.0147 0.0232 0.0278 0.0294 0.0284 0.0243 0.0160 
-0.250 0.0232 0.0376 0.0456 0.0484 0.0462 0.0387 0.0243 
-0.125 0.0278 0.0455 0.0555 0.0588 0.0559 0.0463 0.0284 
0.0 0.0292 0.0481 0.0586 0.062 1 0.0590 0.0486 0.0297 
0.125 0.0278 0.0455 0.0555 0.0588 0.0559 0.0463 0.0284 
0.250 0.0232 0.0376 0.0456 0.0484 0.0462 0.0387 0.0243 
0.375 0.0147 0.0232 0.0278 0.0294 0.0284 0.0243 0.0160 
Error x lo3 for x = 0.6 
-0.375 0.0022 0.0002 0.0024 0.0037 0.0030 0.0008 0.0015 
-0.250 0.0002 0.0044 0.0094 0.0117 0.0103 0.0058 0.0008 
-0.125 0.0023 0.0093 0.0159 0.0189 0.0168 0.0106 0.0033 
0.0 0.0034 0.0113 0.0186 0.0218 0.0195 0.0125 0.0043 
0.125 0.0024 0.0094 0.0161 0.0191 0.0171 0.0107 0.0034 
0.250 0.0001 0.0047 0.0097 0.0121 0.0106 0.0060 0.0009 
0.375 0.0021 0.0000 0.0026 0.0039 0.0033 0.0009 0.0014 
X 0.1 0.3 0.6 
Emax 6.3428157660 x 1O-6 6.7459044146 x 1O-6 1.9489934493 x 1O-4 
The solution of (34)-(38) is given by 
z(x,y) =x2 +X(.YI + y2) + (ul + ~2)’ for Odx< +, 
z(x,y)=x2 +x(y~ +y2)+(yi + ~2)~ + 1 + y1y2 for i<x<$. 
Define the error of the method by 
E(X(i), y(A) (i2) 
I 
) y2 ) = l+(i), yf”‘, yp’) - u&(i), yp, ypq, 
where u is the solution of the differential problem (34)-(38) and ufi is the solution of the difference 
method (39)-(43). For the steps h,, = 0.0001, h, = 0.025, h2 = 0.025, we obtain the results given 
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